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Definitions of Scholarship

• Challenge by Boyer (1990) to embrace the full scope of academic work
• Scholarship of Discovery
• Scholarship of Teaching
• Scholarship of Practice (Application)
• Scholarship of Integration

Boyer, 1990
Definitions of Scholarship in Nursing

• Activities that systematically advance the teaching, research, and practice of nursing through rigorous inquiry that:
  1. Is significant to the profession
  2. Is creative
  3. Can be documented
  4. Can be replicated or elaborated
  5. Can be peer-reviewed

American Association of Colleges of Nursing
Scholarship of Teaching

Produces knowledge to support the transfer of the science and art of nursing from the expert to the novice

• Examples:
  • Peer-reviewed publications
  • Case studies related to teaching-learning
  • Learning theory development
  • Accreditation or other comprehensive program reports
  • Positive peer assessments of teaching
  • Successful application of technology
  • Grant awards
  • Published textbooks, learning aids
  • Presentations related to teaching/learning

American Association of Colleges of Nursing
Scholarship of Practice (Application)

Encompasses all aspects of the delivery of nursing service where evidence of direct impact in solving health care problems or defining problems of a community is present.

Examples:
- Peer-reviewed publications
- Presentations related to practice
- Consultation reports
- Products, patents, license copyrights
- Grant awards to support practice
- State, regional, national, or international recognition as a master practitioner
- Professional certifications, degrees, specialty credentials
- Reports of projects, policy papers

American Association of Colleges of Nursing
Scholarship of Integration

Research/inquiry on the boundaries of converging fields, interpreting research into “larger intellectual patterns”

Critical analysis and interpretation

Examples:

- Peer-reviewed publications
- Copyrights, licenses, patents, products
- Published books
- Positive peer evaluations of contributions to integrative scholarship
- Interdisciplinary grant awards
- Presentations
  Policy papers designed to influence organizations or governments

American Association of Colleges of Nursing
Scholarship of Discovery

*Inquiry that produces the disciplinary and professional knowledge at the heart of academic pursuits*

- **Examples:**
  - Peer-reviewed publications
  - Presentations
  - Grant awards
  - Mentorship of junior colleagues
  - Recognition as a scholar in an identified area
  - Positive peer evaluations of the body of work

American Association of Colleges of Nursing
Getting Started
Getting Started

• Identify your area of expertise
• Collaborate with colleagues
• Consider the opportunity for scholarship in everything you are already doing
Many Forms of Scholarship

- Educational Lectures
- Instructional Resources
- Consultation Reports
- Policy Papers
- Poster Presentations
- Podium Presentations
- Grant Awards
- Publications
Pathways to Publication

• Institution-specific documents
• Clinical practice guidelines
• Professional organization work groups
• Textbook chapters
• Manuscripts for journals
  • Case reports
  • Continuing education
  • Quality improvement
  • Integrative literature reviews
  • Policy analysis
  • Research projects
Identifying Opportunities
Reviews and Original Papers on Symptom Science: open call, no due date

Nursing Research invites papers with reviews and findings of original research focused on symptom science. Topics include basic and clinical research on biological, genetic and behavioral mechanisms underlying symptoms of acute and chronic conditions. Reviews should include characterization of symptom phenotypes, identification of potential biomarkers, and ultimately related to the development of clinical interventions. Symptoms should be self-reported perceptions of an individual's experience of disease or physical disturbance and can include experiences such as fatigue or pain. Phenotype description with genomic and other 'omics' related measures are of interest as are potential biomarkers. Measurement of normal biological processes, pathogenic processes, or pharmacologic responses can be included. Suggestions for potential therapeutic and clinical interventions should be summarized.

Papers accepted for Symptom Science Reviews and Research will be published as features in regular issues and marked with a banner for "Symptom Science Series."

Call for Papers: Human Immunodeficiency Virus

JNP: The Journal for Nurse Practitioners is planning a special issue in January 2022 to update diagnostic and treatment information for experienced primary care nurse practitioners (NPs) about human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) matters. If your clinical practice area or research involves these matters, we invite your submission for this issue.

Call for Papers for a Special Issue: Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Child and Adolescent Health Care

We are pleased to announce the forthcoming publication of an issue on Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Child and Adolescent Health Care. In particular, we are interested in manuscripts on a wide range of issues that impact the health and well-being of racially and ethnically diverse children and their families. International and national reports indicate racial and ethnic disparities continue to be a foremost worldwide public health challenge.

Call for Papers: Clinical Academic Nursing Careers

Submission Deadline: 30th October, 2020

Guest Editors: Caleb Ferguson, Catherine Henshall, Nancy Albert.

We are pleased to announce a Call for Papers for a Special Issue of Journal of Clinical Nursing with focus on Clinical Academic Workforce Capacity Development.

Clinical academic nursing careers are gaining profile, it is increasingly recognised that in order to promote excellence in nursing practice, research and education it is imperative that there is a strong nursing evidence base.
Each year, the American Association of Nurse Practitioners® (AANP) cordially invites all interested parties to submit proposals for national conference presentations.

The call for proposals for both 60-minute Presentations and Poster Presentations at the 2021 AANP National Conference is now closed. Please note that Rapid Fire (20-minute) Presentations will not be offered at the 2021 AANP National Conference.

Industry Scientific Poster Presentations

Individuals and organizations interested in sharing their industry-related findings should check back in early 2021 for details related to AANP's Industry Scientific Poster Presentations. Please do not submit Industry Scientific Poster Presentations using the processes described below.

60-minute Presentation Proposals

Poster Presentation Proposals
Alternatives to Traditional Manuscripts

- CASE STUDIES
- BRIEF REPORTS
- REFLECTIONS
- VIEWPOINTS
Collaboration with Nursing Colleagues
PhD – DNP Collaboration

PhD Attributes – Research Focused

Nurse Scientist

Generate new knowledge

Critically address problem

Idea proposal team

Develop highly funded Program of Research

DNP Attributes – Practice Focused

Advanced Practice Nursing

Translate into practice

Lead and collaborate

Clinical scholar, practice specialist

Critically address problem

Generate new knowledge

Translate into practice

Lead and collaborate

Clinical scholar, practice specialist

Critically address problem

Idea proposal team

Develop highly funded Program of Research

Critically address problem

Idea proposal team

Develop highly funded Program of Research

Critically address problem

Idea proposal team

Develop highly funded Program of Research

Critically address problem

Idea proposal team

Develop highly funded Program of Research
PhD – DNP Collaboration

Mutual Passion

Humility and Respect

Ongoing engagement

Exposing the Risks of Social Media Recruitment in Adolescents and Young Adults with Cancer: #Beware

Cynthia J Bell, Jessica L Spruit, Karen L Kavanagh

The Benefits and Burdens of Pediatric Palliative Care and End-of-Life Research: A Systematic Review

Meaghan S Weaver, Kim Mooney-Doyle, Katherine Patterson Kelly, Kathleen Montgomery, Amy R Newman, Christine A Fortney, Cynthia J Bell, Jessica L Spruit, Melissa Kurtz Uveges, Lori Wiener, Cynthia M Schmidt, Vanessa N Madrigal, Pamela S Hinds

Knowledge, Beliefs, and Behaviors Related to Palliative Care Delivery Among Pediatric Oncology Health Care Providers

Jessica L Spruit, Cynthia J Bell, Valerie B Toly, Maryjo Prince-Paul
Thank you

I will welcome your questions after Dr. Zimmerman’s presentation.